
The use of turbine technology for 
spirometers was first described  
in 1982 and has become popular  
in general practice.

The turbine transducer consists of 
 two fixed swirl plates at either end of  
a short tube. Between the swirl plates  
a low mass vane on a pivot is supported 
by two jewelled bearings.

SpiroConnect - Turbine Spirometry Reinvented   
Low Flow Sensitivity Problem Solved

As air flows through the turbine a vortex is 
created by the swirl plates and the vane rotates 
within the vortex. The rotation of the vane is 
detected by the interruption of an infra-red  
beam passing through the turbine. The number 
and rate of interruptions is proportional to  
the volume and flow through the turbine 
respectively.  

The number of interruptions per litre depends 
on the geometry of the swirl plates and therefore 
the calibration is very stable2 and is also largely 
independent of air density and altitude3.

A turbine vane will stop rotating when the torque 
on the vane due to the vortex is balanced by 
opposing forces of friction in the bearings,  
torque required to rotate the vane against gravity,  
and static attraction between the vane and swirl 
plates. These forces are insignificant at high  
flows but dominate at very low flows.

It is known that many turbines only respond to  
flows well in excess of  0.025 L/s (1.5 L/m) and 
therefore fail to meet international standards4   
for low flow sensitivity.

The patented5 design of the new SpiroConnect 
turbine (MedChip Solutions Ltd, Kent, UK) reduces 
all of the opposing forces that limit the low flow 
sensitivity of other turbine designs.

For more information about SpiroConnect:
Visit: www.numed.co.uk/spiroconnect   Phone: 0114 243 3896   Email: info@numed.co.uk

New vertically 
oriented turbine



Friction in the bearings is reduced by orientating the turbine vertically:

Torque required to lift the vane against gravity is also eliminated as the vane now rotates  
in a horizontal plane.

Static attraction between the vane and the segments of the swirl plates has been eliminated 
by using transparent anti-static plastic for the construction.
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SpiroConnect is the only turbine spirometer that meets international standards4 for low flow 
sensitivity of 1.5 L/min (0.025 L/sec). Low flow sensitivity is particularly important for COPD diagnosis.

The SpiroConnect turbine is more sensitive to low flow rates because:
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